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(Pargiter) ‘‘Indian

tradition knows nothing of Aila or Aryan invesion of India, from

Afganistan, nor of any gradual advance from thence east words.’’20 On

the contrary, ‘‘Indian tradition distinctly asserts that there was an Aila

out flow of  Druhyus through the Northwest into the countries beyond

where they found various Kingdoms.



‘‘As result of the successful compaigns of Sasabindu. Yuvanasava,

Mandhatri and Sibi the Drughus were pushed back from Rajputana and

were corncred into north western protion of Punjab. Mandhatri killed

their king ANGARA and the Drughu settlement in Punjab came to be

known as GANDHARA after the name of one of the Angara’s successors.

After a time, being over populated the Drughu crossed the borders of

India and found many principalities in mleccha territories in north and

probably carried the Aryans culture beyond the frontiers of India.22
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(Hadrian-117-137 A.D.) (Antonine)

(Cornucopia)



(Fortuna)

(Tyche)

(Bairthy)
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History and Civilization of JAMBU DVIPA

(in press)



Coins of Phenician “Barats” of Lycaonia, of third century A.D. disclosing their

tutelary goddess “Baratl” as “Britannia”.

—Britannia on Early Roman Coins of Britain

(After Alterinan)

a. Coin of Jadrian (117-137 A.D.) b. Coin of Antonnie (138&161 A.D)



—Phcenician Coin of Barati or Britannia from Sidon.

(After Hill)

Note she holds a Cross as standard and a rudder amongst the wavis.

—“Tascio” or “Tascif” of Early Briton Coins is Corn

Spirit “Tas” or “Tash-up” of Hitto-Sumerians.

(Coins after Evans)

Nots—Corn “Crosses” of Indara or Andrew x type in c and d and pellet or “cup”

Crosses in b with bead and beaod as in archaic Hittiterck soulptuce of Tash-up



—Ancient Briton “Catti” coin of 2nd cent. B.C. with Sun-Crosses, Sun-horse, etc.,

and legend INARA (Hitto-Phænician father-god Indaya or “Andrew”)

(After Evans)



Britannia tutelary of Phænicians in Ancient Egypt as Bairitvy. “The Mother of the

Waters” (Nul) or “Naiad”.

(After Budge)



















(Islamized Hindus)



(‘I

was a bit of a prig, with little to commend me.’)

After all these Hindus it will be good to meet a

straightforward English Socialist again



Pretensions





colosal egotism





By education I am an Englishman, by views an

internationalist, by culture a Muslim, and I am a Hindu only by

accident of birth.
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(You-Me Situation)



(Act)

(Persona)

(Persona)

(Person) (You-me situation)



(Third person)

(Wholeness)

(Totality)

(Third Person)







(Geographical Space),

(Mental Spacee)



















(ozone)
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“Just as it is impossible to know when a swimming fish is drinking water,

so it is impossible to find out when a government servant / corporate

steward in stealing money.”

•  Kautilya's Arthashastra



(Voidable

agreement) (Misrepresen

tation)

Large Value

Bank Frauds

Perpetrators of  Frauds



 “On this earth, there is enough for everyone's need but not for their

greed”. 

“Greed  is a virus that

kills the value based systems of civilized society.”

(Disciplinary action)

(Bonafide & Malafide Intention)



(Corruption)

i

ii

(Misappropriation and Criminal Breach of Trust)

(Chest) iii (Cheating)

(Malpractices)

iv

(Forgery)



(Recovery)

(Source : Data has been collected from Public Sector Banks under

RTI Act for the  year 2005-06 to 2007-08)

(Alertness Award Scheme)  Whistle Blower

Policy

(Efficient Human Resource

Management)



“Justice delay, justice denies”.



(Systems

and Procedures)

(Avoid the danger that is yet to come:)

(i)

(ii)
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Chorus























“One apple is not

enough for whole of the life, test more”.







Existentialism

Existentialism Existenz Philosophic

nanasahebgore@gmail.com



(Soren

Kierkeggard)



(Fredrich Nietzsche)

(Karl Jaspers) (Martin

Heidegger) (Gabriel Marcel)

(Jean-Paul Sartre), (Albert Camus)







(Human

Condition) 

‘God is dead’
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The A wakening of the Waterfall

The song of the morning-bird

Has entered the darkness cavern

I know not how it happened,

But my life awoke from its sleep…

My life I will pour out on this earth,

A song of pity will I sing….

How sweet the birdsong!

How swift the light of the sun!



“… the individual finds his meaning in a fundamental reality

comprehending all individuals-the reality which is the moral and spiritual

basis of the realm of human values. This belongs to our

religion…..religion is the liberation of our individual personality in the

universal person who is the human all the same …”

“..it is important that the individual should be true in his

goodness…. in goodness we identify ourselves with the universal

humanity---. Goodness is the freedom of our self in the world of our

man, as is love. We have to be true within, not for worldly duties but for

that spiritual fulfilment, which is in harmony with the perfect, in union

with the Eternal.

Krishnamurti was

an extraordinary person, with a quality of consciousness which can’t be

explained in any rational terms, and he himself was not able to explain

how he came to tht consciousness which was free of all ego constraints.



Spanish

cellist

French sculptor Nobel

Laureates, Medicine

“…….A human being psychologically is the whole of mankind.

He is essentially the whole psyche of mankind...A s the representative of

the whole human race, your response is whole not partial. One has to

learn the art of this responsibility”6……. “ Responsibility comes from to

respond, to respond not partially but wholly…… If one is born in India,

Europe,A merica, or wherever, one’s response will be according to

religious superstition or Nationalism, or Scientific theories . These

condition one’s response, and they are always limited, finite; and so

there is always contradiction, conflict and the arising of confusion..” 7….

---.when you look around you, not much in the human world as in nature,

in the heavens, you see an extraordinary sense of order, balance and



harmony. Every tree and flower’s its own order, its own beauty… But

man is shaped by his selfishness, and his so called spontaneity is within

the field of selfinterest…...”

“---In a world where…… each human being is more than ever

concerned with his own survival. ….ideological differences, ideals, and

faiths are the roots of a division, that is preventing human survival…”9

“… Man is no longer individual, separate . What affects the few affects

all mankind…..We can’t possibly survive if we are concerned only with

our own survival. All human beings the world over are interrelated today

. What happens in one country affects the others…a human being is

inseparable from the whole of the mankind.”10 

“There is no such thing as living in isolation - no country, no people,

no individual, can live in isolation; yet, because you are seeking power

in so many different ways, you breed isolation. Each one is seeking power

and in seeking power he will establish a society which is based on power,

military, industrial, economic, and so on - which again is obvious.”…So

the very nature of power is isolation…. .A man who is affectionate, who



is kindly, has no sense of power, and therefore such a man is not bound

to any nationality, to any flag…...”

“ Krishnamurti saw traditional

education as a servant of national, civic or economic interests, designed

to produce efficient workers and patriotic citizens …..the kind of education

he favoured was designed “to help people understand the ways of society

and not be caught in its net” .

“….The purpose, aim and drive of these schools is to create the right

climate so that the child may develop fully as a human being…”.

“---he was extremely observant as he



was to be all his life… He also had a most generous nature, another

characteristic which he retained throughout his life. He would often

return from school without pencil, slate or books, having given them to

some poorer child….”

Humayun Kabir once states that “……Tagore was always a seeker

for the Universal Man ...”

---The international consciousness

which Tagore helped to create … Santiniketan ….. he attempted to build

a community which would recognize no geographical boundaries….

“They will know only one country and that country will comprise the

whole world. They will know only one race and that race will cover the

entire human race.”19



“…Krishnamurti’s English school in Hampshire, the smallest, has

only sixty pupils, but of twenty- four nationalities and equal number of

boys and girls ….”

 “In paragraph eleven the

universal aspects of Gayatri Mantra are emphasized in its presentation

as a prayer which transcends race and nationality : “At that time I am to

think that I am standing in the middle of the entire universe: I am now no

mere resident of some particular country .” 20
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All

power corrupts and absolute power corrupts absolutely (Dr. Acton)





www.indisansthan.org, www.khsindia.org
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